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Tough Machines Need
Tough Protection

Cat® machines are built for years of use. New wear protection parts - chocky bars, wear
buttons, roll bars and wear blocks - protect machine and bucket surfaces from wear,
maximizing productivity and uptime. Each part features two layers, which are bonded 
together through a copper-brazing process.
•  Chrome White Iron (CWI). Heat-treated ASTM Class 2, Type B with a minimum hardness
 of Rockwell C 60 for high wear resistance
•  Mild-steel Backing Plate. Provides impact absorption for greater durability

Cat® J800 Retrofit
Hammerless Tip Option for 994 Large Wheel Loaders
and 385 Hydraulic Excavators
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Quick and Simple Change Outs
The J800 Retrofit eliminates the need for a hammer—and the risk that a
swinging hammer might miss its mark. The only tool necessary is a common
3/4 inch (19mm) ratchet.

The tip locks and unlocks with a 180-degree turn of the ratchet. The tip and
retainer are one integral system, which reduces the number of pieces in the
system. The locking system placement is on the sides of the tip, reducing
exposure to wear, which results in easier change outs.

The J800 Retrofit option is available in the following tip styles:

Image Style  Application Benefit
 
 Heavy Duty Hard-to-penetrate, Very good penetration.
 Penetration highly abrasive materials Long life ensured
   by heavy wear pad.

 Heavy Duty Easy-to-penetrate, Long life ensured
 Abrasion highly abrasive materials by heavy wear pad.

 HD Long General excavation Good combination of
  and loading penetration, strength
   and wear material.
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Cat® J800 Retrofit

Cat® Dealers define worldclass  
product support.
We offer you the right parts and service solutions, when and where 
you need them. Barloworld Equipments network of highly trained 
experts keeps your entire fleet up and running to maximize your 
equipment investment. For more information contact our call   
centre on 0800 21 22 48 or visit  www.barloworld-equipment.com

What to Consider 
When Choosing Tips
Cat bucket tips come in diverse 
shapes and sizes, but choosing a 
tip is easy. Just consider impact, 
penetration and wear to determine 
which tip is the best for one job. 
Caterpillar GET Warranty Caterpillar 
warrants most ground-engaging 
tools against breakage during 
normal operation. If a piece of 
Caterpillar® GET breaks, Caterpillar 
will replace it at no charge.

Impact
Choose tips with the ability to with-
stand penetrating shocks,  
extensive digging and extreme 
breakout forces.

Penetration
Make sure the tips will penetrate 
tough material whether it’s rocky, 
hardpacked or frozen. It’s important 
to remember that sharp tips should 
only be used when penetration is 
more important than wear life.  
 
Wear
Select the tip that will withstand 
wear, gouging and abrasive action 
associated with material handling.

Caterpillar GET Warranty
Caterpillar warrants most ground-
engaging tools against breakage 
during normal operation. If a piece 
of Caterpillar® GET breaks, Caterpil-
lar will replace it at no charge.
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